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Tips for Painting Fur 

• Use quality references of the animal in question. Ideally, you would like to have a high 
resolution image of the animal which will allow you to zoom in closely to see the 
direction of the fur pattern.  

• Build up multiple layers in your Photoshop document, beginning with broad areas of 
light and dark shading and ending with individually painted hairs in the area of highest 
interest. You might think of this like a traditional painting. With each successive layer 
you will add finer and finer detail.  

• Pay attention to the direction of the fur pattern on the animal. Do not try to make this 
up – use a good reference! 

• Don’t try to paint individual hairs all over. Reserve the highest detail for the areas of 
interest. 

• Pay close attention to the way the light behaves on the animal’s fur. Is it bright white 
light, indicating the course, shiny guard hairs? Is it softer light, indicating the undercoat, 
or ground hairs? These details will help the fur to read more accurately overall. 

• Add in warmer and cooler colors than you actually see in the photo. Oddly enough, this 
will make the coat appear much more rich and realistic.  

 
Interesting Info about Hair & Fur 
Like mammary glands, hair is a characteristic unique to mammals. Hair growth patterns on 
mammals are varied. While all mammals bear some hair, whales are nearly hairless while dogs 
and cats are almost entirely covered in hair. Hair is made of keratin, and is produced by 
specialized cells in the dermis and epidermis that are collectively known as the hair follicle. 
Species-specific and individual traits define the length of the hairs or fur as well as the growth 
pattern of the hair. The basic hair has adapted into various forms, including whiskers, quills, and 
horns. Even pangolin scales are a modified hair. 
 
Fur-bearing animals can possess either a true fur or a false fur. According to Encyclopaedia 
Brittanica, “The pelts of fur-bearing animals are called true furs when they consist of two 
elements: a dense undercoat, called ground hair, and longer hairs, extending beyond that layer, 
called guard hair. The principal function of ground hair is to maintain the animal’s body 
temperature; that of guard hair is to protect the underlying fur and skin and to shed rain or snow. 
Pelts that lack either element are not true furs, although they are still used commercially as furs. 
Persian lamb, for example, has no guard hair, while kid and pony possess no ground hair.” 
 
References for Further Reading 
What is the difference between hair and fur by Scientific American 
Fur definition by Encyclopaedia Brittanica 
 
 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-difference-be/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/fur-animal-skin#ref114464
https://www.britannica.com/topic/fur-animal-skin#ref114464


Fur Painting Videos 
In addition to digital tutorials, I have also found it very helpful to study the methods that 
traditional artists use to paint animal furs. Several of these links are videos produced by fine 
artists that might help you visualize the layering required to successfully paint fur.  
 
Digital Tutorials 
 Therese Larsson – Painting Fur and Hair Demo 
  This is a short demo from a longer tutorial on SVSlearn.com. This full course taught me more  
  about painting fur than any other reference – highly recommend paying for this course! 
 Paul Lasaine for Wacom – How to Paint Fur 
 Robert Marzullo – How to Make a Hair and Fur Brush in Photoshop 
 Jesus Conde – How to Paint Hair and Fur Tutorial 
 
Traditional Tutorials 
 Jason Morgan Wildlife Art – Glazing Technique with Oil 
 Jason Morgan Wildlife Art – Leopard Speed Painting 
	    Notice how he begins painting in indications of fur direction as early as 1:10. 
 Lachri Fine Art – Black Leopard Colored Pencil Tutorial 
  Great demonstration of adding in multiple rich colors into an animal with a black coat 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3CNWU0du5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a59SGTxvDdI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhgE9F0r2lI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fbRQcO4UKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-kLXe5Enmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri-4RCEdfe0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p4dzoWbsiU

